QUICKBOOKS REPORTS
This procedure combines the Memorized Report Group procedure and the Profit and
Loss by Class procedures to show individuals how to use the QBs reports to make
changes and then save them for future use. Additional procedures will be provided for
use in creating reports for financial reporting at fraternal unit meetings and for auditing of
the fraternal unit books.
QuickBooks (QBs) will allow a user to create individualized reports and then save them
as Memorized Reports in a Memorized Report Group specifically created for the fraternal
unit. To create a Memorized Report Group, select “Reports”, “Memorized Reports”,
“Memorized Report List”.

The following list will appear:

This list is the standardized report list for QBs.
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To create a specific group for the fraternal unit, select “Memorized Report” from the
bottom left hand corner of the screen and select “New Group”.

The following pop-up box will appear asking you to enter the “New Memorized Report
Group” name. Enter the desired name in the “Name:” field.

Click “OK” to save the new group. Notice the new group is now displayed in the
Memorized Report List.
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You can now create individualized reports for your fraternal unit and save it into this
“Memorized Report Group” so you can find your fraternal unit’s specific reports.
Next we will create some individualized reports to save into our “Memorized Report
Group”.
The first example will be a Profit and Loss for a specific class (i.e., Social Quarters,
Membership Dues, Committee, etc.)
Select “Lists” from the top of the QBs screen and then “Class List”.
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This will cause the Class List to be displayed.
Next select “Reports”, “Reports on All Classes”, “Profit & Loss By Class”.

This will cause the “Profit & Loss by Class” report to be displayed for all classes in the
fraternal unit’s “Class List”.

The report must now be modified to filter out the specific class that is needed for the
report. This is accomplished by selecting the “Modify Report”
the top of the displayed report.

button at

This will cause the “Modify Report: Profit & Loss by Class” screen to appear.
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The report can be modified numerous ways by selecting the individual tabs within this
screen (i.e., Filters, Header/Footer, Fonts & Numbers). The first change to make is to the
class that will be selected to individualize this report to only one particular class versus
all the classes in the standardized report.
Select “Filters”, then in the “Choose Filter” field scroll down and select “Class”.
Notice under “Class” there is a drop down where you can filter the report to a single class
vice the default of “All classes”. For this example choose “Social Quarters”.
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Next choose the “Header/Footer” tab to change the name on the top of the report to
reflect what the report is for.
In the “Report Title” field change it to “Social Quarters Profit & Loss”. Notice that
there are other items that can be altered based on how you would like the report to look.
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When the “OK” button is clicked, the report displays with the new filter of “Social
Quarters” and the new title of “Social Quarters Profit & Loss”.

Notice that there are two columns of data, one entitled “SOCIAL QUARTERS” and one
entitled “TOTAL”. Since both columns of data are identical and only one column of
data is needed for the report, one column can be eliminated by selecting “Columns” from
the top of the report and clicking on “Total only”.

Notice that we now have a report with all the data needed as a Profit & Loss for the
Social Quarters.
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To change the date range on any QBs report you select the “Dates” drop down or select
“From” and “To” to change them to a specific period of time.
The possibilities in the “Dates” field are numerous so select them individually to see
what particular range you are looking for or use the “From” and “To” fields to designate
the specific period of time you are looking for.
Once you have defined the specific information that you would like for the report you can
“Memorize” it so that you can retrieve it anytime you desire to run the report. To
“Memorize” the report select the “Memorize…” button at the top of the report.

Notice that a “Memorize Report” pop-up screen appears asking you to give the new
report a name, notice that it defaults to the Report Title that you used for the report.
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When the box next to “Save in Memorized Report Group” is clicked this area becomes
available for selecting which group you want to save the specialized report into. For this
example select the new Group we created at the beginning of this procedure so that this
specialized report will appear in the “Memorized Report Group” and not in the
standard Reports grouping established by QBs.

Next time we want to run this report all we have to do is select “Reports”, “Memorized
Reports”, “LODGE 9999 REPORTS” and click on the “Social Quarters Profit and
Loss”.
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The “Social Quarters Profit & Loss” will be displayed for us to select. As soon as we
select it, it automatically creates the “Profit & Loss for the Social Quarters”.

All we have to do is change the dates to the specific date range we wish to run the report
for.
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In the next example we will create a specialized report for a Chapter of a specific
committee so that it can used to fill out the Form 166 for that committee.
First go to the “Class List”, select “Reports”, “Reports on All Classes”, “Profit & Loss
By Class”.
This will cause the “Profit & Loss by Class” report to be displayed for all classes in the
fraternal unit’s “Class List”.

The report must now be modified to filter out the specific class that is needed for the
report. This is accomplished by selecting the “Modify Report”
the top of the displayed report.

button at

This will cause the “Modify Report: Profit & Loss by Class” screen to appear.
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The report can be modified numerous ways by selecting the individual tabs within this
screen (i.e., Filters, Header/Footer, Fonts & Numbers). The first change to make is to the
class that will be selected to individualize this report to only one particular class versus
all the classes in the standardized report.
Select “Filters”, then in the “Choose Filter” field scroll down and select “Class”.
Notice under “Class” there is a drop down where you can filter the report to a single class
vice the default of “All classes”. For this example choose “Family Involvement
Committee”.
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Next choose the “Header/Footer” tab to change the name on the top of the report to
reflect what the report is for.
In the “Report Title” field change it to “Family Involvement Profit & Loss”. Notice
that there are other items that can be altered based on how you would like the report to
look.
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When the “OK” button is clicked, the report displays with the new filter of “Family
Involvement Committee” and the new title of “Family Involvement Profit & Loss”.
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Notice that there are two columns of data, one entitled “Family Involvement
Committee” and one entitled “TOTAL”. Since both columns of data are identical and
only one column of data is needed for the report, one column can be eliminated by
selecting “Columns” from the top of the report and clicking on “Total only”.

Notice that we now have a report with all the data needed as a Profit & Loss for the
Family Involvement Committee.

To change the date range on any QBs report you select the “Dates” drop down or select
“From” and “To” to change them to a specific period of time.
The possibilities in the “Dates” field are numerous so select them individually to see
what particular range you are looking for or use the “From” and “To” fields to designate
the specific period of time needed for the report.
Once you have defined the specific information that you would like for the report you can
“Memorize” it so that you can retrieve it anytime you desire to run the report. To
“Memorize” the report select the “Memorize…” button at the top of the report.
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Notice that a “Memorize Report” pop-up screen appears asking you to give the new
report a name, notice that it defaults to the Report Title that you used for the report.
When the box next to “Save in Memorized Report Group” is clicked this area becomes
available for selecting which group you want to save the specialized report into. For this
example select the Group entitled CHAPTER #1234 REPORTS so that this specialized
report will appear in the “Memorized Report Group” we established for our specific
fraternal unit and not in the standard Reports grouping established by QBs.

Next time we want to run this report all we have to do is select “Reports”, “Memorized
Reports”, “CHAPTER #1234 REPORTS”, and the “Family Involvement Profit &
Loss” will be displayed for us to select. As soon as we select it, it automatically creates
the “Family Involvement Profit & Loss”.

All we have to do is change the dates to the date we wish to run for the report for.
This committee Profit and Loss is what is needed to prepare the Form 166 for each
committee of a Chapter. A memorized report for each committee can be created using
these instructions and then memorized so that it can be produced whenever needed (i.e.,
reporting to the committee chairman, preparation of the Form 166, etc.).
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